We study the thermal and non-thermal steady state scaling functions and the steady-state dynamics of a model of local quantum criticality. The model we consider, i.e. the pseudogap Kondo model, allows us to study the concept of effective temperatures near fully interacting as well as weakcoupling fixed points. In the vicinity of each fixed point we establish the existence of an effective temperature -different at each fixed point-such that the equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation theorem is recovered. Most notably, steady-state scaling functions in terms of the effective temperatures coincide with the equilibrium scaling functions. This result extends to higher correlation functions as is explicitly demonstrated for the Kondo singlet strength. The non-linear charge transport is also studied and analyzed in terms of the effective temperature.
The quantum dynamics in adiabatically isolated optical traps has been successfully modeled using powerful numerical schemes that build on the time-propagation of quantum states [8, 9] . In open systems, where dissipation occurs already at the equilibrium level, mainly diagrammatic techniques on the Schwinger-Keldysh contour have been employed to study the long-time limit. For nanostructured systems which allow a description of their low-energy properties in terms of a quantum impurity in contact with fermionic and/or bosonic baths, several techniques exist to describe the ensuing out-ofequilibrium properties. These approaches, however, are either perturbative in nature [10] , centered around high temperatures and short times [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , or approximate the continuous baths by discrete Wilson chains [16, 17] .
This limitation in techniques presently available to tackle quantum systems far from equilibrium should be contrasted with the anticipated richness of behavior in the non-linear regime where e.g. detailed balance no longer applies. The situation might be simpler for nonlinear dynamics that arises in the vicinity of quantum critical points, where a vanishing energy scale lead to scaling and universality [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . For a system to reach a non-thermal steady state, timeindependent 'dissipative' boundary conditions need to be present. For the case discussed here, the boundary conditions ensure a time-independent flux of particles through the system in the regime where any transient behavior will have faded away. At criticality and in the presence of such boundary conditions, one expects that the critical, i.e. scale-free equilibrium fluctuation spectrum will be modified for fluctuations comparable or larger than the scale set by the dissipative boundary conditions. For the dynamics near classical continuous phase transitions a well-established theoretical framework exists, tying the dynamics to the static properties and the conserved quantities of the system [25] . In addition, research established the concept of effective temperatures (T eff ) as a useful notion for the non-linear dynamics of classical critical systems [26, 27] . T eff is commonly defined by extending the equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation theorem to the non-linear regime. The existence of effective temperatures in quantum mechanical models was recently investigated [24, [27] [28] [29] [30] and it was established that T eff can be introduced near fully interacting quantum critical points for various 'dissipative' boundary conditions [24] .
In this letter we address the following general questions within a model system: Do T eff exist in the vicinity of non-interacting, or weak-coupling fixed points or is their existence linked to hyperscaling? Do T eff have arXiv:1503.09139v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 31 Mar 2015 meaning for higher correlation functions? How unique is an effective temperature at a given fixed point once boundary conditions have been specified? Can critical scaling functions be expressed through T eff and if so, how do these scaling functions relate to the equilibrium scaling functions? To address these questions it is important to choose a model with interacting and trivial fixed points that allows for a consistent treatment of the equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium physics. We introduce our model in the next section and discuss how we obtain its near and far from equilibrium properties on equal footing.
The model. We consider the pseudogap Kondo model of a magnetic impurity coupled anti-ferromagnetically to fermionic leads with a density of states that vanishes in a power-law fashion with exponent 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 at their respective Fermi level, ρ − c,l (ω) ∼ |ω| r Θ(D − |ω|), with halfbandwidth D; l = L, R labels the two leads, see Fig.1(a) . In the multichannel version of the model the spin degree of freedom (S) is generalized from SU (2) to SU (N ) and the fermionic excitations (c) of the leads transform under the fundamental representation of SU (N ) × SU (M ) with N spin and M charge channels. At zero temperature (T ) and r < r max < 1, a critical point (C) separates a multichannel Kondo (MCK)-screened phase from a local moment (LM) phase at a critical value J c of the exchange coupling J > 0, see Fig.1(b) . The characterization of the phases and the leading power law exponents of observables of pseudogap Kondo models have been obtained by perturbative RG, large-N methods, and NRG [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Within the large-N approach, at T = 0, scaling arguments are able to predict the critical exponents of dynamical observables [37, 38] . Non-equilibrium steady-states (NESS) are obtained by applying a timeindependent bias voltage V = (µ L − µ R )/ |e|, where µ l is the chemical potential of lead l, see Fig. 1(a) . As T characterizes the fermionic reservoirs, it remains well-defined even for V = 0. A similar setup has been considered in a perturbative RG-like study adapted to the NESS condition [39] . This model has also been invoked in a variational study of the dynamics following a local quench where it was found that quenches in the Kondo phase thermalize while this in not the case for quenches across the quantum critical point (QCP) into the LM regime [40] . The system is described by the Hamiltonian
where σ = 1, . . . , N and α = 1, . . . , M are, respectively, the SU (N )-spin and SU (M )-channel indices, l labels the leads and p is a momentum index. The cotunneling term [41] in Eq. (1) contains the local operators s p ασ l with t the fundamental representation of SU (N ) and n c is the number of fermionic single-particle states taken to be proportional to the volume of the leads and send to infinity at the end of the calculation. In a totally anti-symmetric representation, one can decompose the spin operator as S σσ = f † σ f σ − qδ σσ , where q is subject to the constraint Q = σ f † σ f σ = qN and the f † σ , f σ obey fermionic commutation relations.
We employ a dynamical large-N limit [37, 42] , suitably generalized to the Keldysh contour [23, 24] while keeping q = Q N and κ = M/N constant. This results in
where G f is the pseudofermion propagator and G B is the propagator of a bosonic Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling field. Σ f (Σ B ) is the proper selfenergy of G f (G B ) and is related to it via the Dyson equation. For details see Ref. [46] . We assume that the exchange interaction originates from an Anderson-type model via a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, so that a single coupling constant J = J L + J R emerges [46] . The set of self-consistent equations for the lesser and larger components of G f and G B were solved numerically on a discrete logarithmic frequency grid [46] . In equilibrium, our approach yields dynamical scaling functions that coincide with those obtained from quantum Monte-Carlo [43] . Most importantly for the questions pursued here, it treats thermal and non-thermal steady states on equal footing. Observables. The critical point (C) is beyond the Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson paradigm, yet a possible order parameter for the transition from the overscreened Kondo to local-moment phase is given by lim T →0 T χ(ω = 0, T ), where χ(ω, T ) is the Fourier transform of the local (impurity) spin-spin correlation function χ(t−t ), see Fig. 2(a) .
We work on the Keldysh contour where the lesser and greater components are defined in the usual way as χ with t ∈ γ → and t ∈ γ ← so that χ
is the forward (backward) branch of the Keldysh contour, respectively.
We also consider the "singlet-strength" φ s , which we define through the Kondo term contribution to the total energy of the system as
In this way, φ s is a dimensionless quantity, which possesses a well-defined large-N limit and quantifies the degree of singlet formation. In terms of the fermionic fields, it can be written as the local-in-time limit of a 4-point correlator [46] . The equilibrium properties of this novel quantity will be discussed below. The steady state charge current passing through each channel is
is the number of particles in the left lead. The out-ofequilibrium conditions considered here respect particlehole symmetry which implies a vanishing energy current.
We now turn to a discussion of our results. Throughout the paper we set κ = 0.3, r = 0.2, and q = 1/2. This results in r max = 0.412(4). Our choice of values for κ and r ensures a finite static spin susceptibility χ (ω = 0) within the MCK phase as T → 0.
Thermal steady-state. The equilibrium (V = 0) behavior of χ (ω = 0, T ) in the relaxational regime (ω T ) near the MCK, C, and LM fixed points is shown in in the quantum coherent regime (ω/T 1) agree with those obtained analytically from a T = 0 scaling ansatz [38] for the MCK (α χ 0.087) and C (α χ = −0.97) fixed points. These results are compatible with a dynamical scaling form χ (ω, T ) = T αχ Φ (ω/T ), in terms of an universal scaling function Φ (x) possessing asymptotic values Φ (x) ∝ x for x 1 and Φ (x) ∝ x αχ for x 1. Thus, the scaling properties are in line with dynamical ω/T -scaling for the C and MCK fixed points. For the LM fixed point we find α χ = −1 and a scaling form χ (ω) = T αχ Φ ω/T 1+κ , indicative of a weak-coupling fixed point and absence of hyperscaling. These results will be further addressed elsewhere [38] .
The singlet-strength φ s vs. J at different T and at V = 0 is shown in Fig.2-(b) . The numerical data at T = 0 suggest that φ s (J, T = 0) is a continuous function of J. Fig.2-(b) shows that the way the T → 0 limit is approached is distinct within the two phases:
At the C fixed point we find that φ s (J, T ) as a function of J crosses for different values of T (for sufficiently low T ).
Non-thermal steady-states.
We consider a nonequilibrium setup where the two leads, initially decoupled from the impurity (for t < t 0 ), are held at chemical potentials µ L = −µ R = |e| V /2 (|e| = 1 in the following). At t = t 0 the coupling between the leads and the impurity is turned on. A steady-state is reached by sending t 0 → −∞ so that any transient behavior will already have faded away at (finite) time t. The NESS fluctuation-dissipation ratio (FDR) for a dynamical observable A(t, t ) = A(t − t ) is defined through
, where A >/< are the Fourier transforms of the greater/lesser components of A. At equilibrium, the fluctuation- dissipation theorem implies FDR A (ω) = tanh (βω/2) ζ uniquely (with ζ = ±1 for fermionic (+) and bosonic (-) operators). For a generic out-of-equilibrium system, the functional form of the FDR differs from the equilibrium one. A frequency-dependent "effective temperature", 1/β A eff (ω), for the observable A can be defined by requiring that tanh β [29, 44] . Following Refs. [24, 26, 28] we define T eff via FDR χ through its asymptotic low-frequency behavior T
On the other hand, a linear-in-V decoherence rate in the non-equilibrium relaxational regime near an interacting quantum critical point is signaled by ω/V -scaling [23] . Thus, in this case and at T = 0 one expects T eff = cV , where c characterizes the underlying fixed point. This has been explicitly demonstrated in Ref. 20 . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that analyzing T eff /T vs V /T will bring out the universal factor c, which is indeed what we find: Fig. 2-(c) shows the resulting T eff /T as a function of V /T for the different fixed points computed for different values of V and T . In the non-linear regime, the scaling collapse for T eff /T implies T eff = cV , where 1/c is the amplitude of the scaling curve in the non-linear regime. Note that even for the LM fixed point, where hyperscaling is violated, T eff ∼ V holds for V T , see Fig. 2-(c) , top panel. We checked that different values of J within the LM and the MCK phases result in the same T eff /T vs V /T eff curve for sufficiently low temperature T .
Far from equilibrium and outside any scaling regime, χ is a function of ω, T , and V but near a fixed point χ(ω, T, V ) develops a scaling form in terms of a combination of ω, T , and V . This then raises the question how T eff enters the scaling function and leads us to a remarkable result, see Fig. 3-(b) -(c): The non-thermal steady-state scaling function of χ = χ(ω, T, V ) when scaled in terms of T eff recovers the equilibrium scaling function of that particular fixed point with T eff replacing T . This not only turns out to be true for χ at each of the fixed points of the model but also holds for the singlet-strength, a higherorder correlation function, as will be demonstrated. We first consider the static susceptibility. Fig. 3-(a) shows the equilibrium scaling forms of χ (0) −1 as a function of T eff for different values of temperature and bias voltage V for the LM, C and MCK fixed points. The color coding reflects the values of temperature T of the system. The equilibrium form (grey lines) is recovered even for T eff /T 1. A similar result can be obtained at finite ω: Fig. 3-(b) shows the log-derivative ∂ ln ω ln χ (ω) as a function of ω/T eff for different values of T and V for the LM, C and MCK fixed points. These should be compared with the equilibrium results, the underlying grey lines: The equilibrium scaling form is recovered by replacing T by T eff . Note that T eff is defined from the FDR of the susceptibility in the limit ω/T → 0. Therefore, the fact that the equilibrium scaling forms of χ (0) and χ (ω) are reproduced for T eff /T 1 and ω/T eff 1, respectively, is remarkable. Fig. 3 -(c) depicts φ s as a function of T eff for different values of T and V . Again, the equilibrium scaling behavior (gray lines) is reproduced.
We now turn to the discussion of the charge current. Unlike χ and φ s , the conductance G depends on both pseudoparticle propagators G f & G B . One thus may wonder if T eff can have any meaning for G. In Figs. 4-(a,b) we show the conductance per channel G = J P /V vs T and V respectively. In the linear response regime V, T T K (J) of the MCK phase, the current is proportional to the applied voltage J P = G 0 V . Outside of the scaling regime, i.e. for V, T T K (J), G drops rapidly as V or T increase. G 0 h 0.415 is the universal analog for the multichannel case of the unitary limit of the SU (2) Kondo model. The linear and non-linear current-voltage characteristics display power-law behavior as T, V → 0 [23, 24] . Near C, i.e. for J = J c , the relation between the current and the applied voltage is still linear, (J P = G c V ), however the critical conductance G c is much smaller than G 0 . Fig. 4-(c) shows the conductance G as a function of T eff for different values of T and V for the LM, C and MCK fixed points. The grey lines are obtained by varying the temperature at fixed V for the lowest value of V considered in our study, i.e. V min = 10 −8 D. The results are remarkable as the temperature dependence of the linear response conductance is reproduced at all fixed points when the non-linear conductance is taken as a function of T eff . This is true even for values of V several orders of magnitude larger than V min . In conclusion, we have addressed the steady-state dynamics near quantum critical points and analyzed it in terms of effective temperatures. We found that both weak and intermediate coupling fixed points can be characterized by an T eff and that all observables studied (χ, φ s , G) scale in terms of the same T eff within the scaling regime. Even more surprisingly, at all fixed points, the local spin-spin correlation function χ and the singletstrength φ s assume their equilibrium scaling functions even far from equilibrium when scaled in terms of T eff , i.e. T eff replacing T . A similar result relates the linear and non-linear conductance. We note that in the (noninteracting) pseudogap resonant level model such behavior is absent [38] . Non-equilibrium current noise near quantum criticality in systems possesing a gravity dual appears thermal [45] . Our results imply that similar results hold for a larger class of quantum critical systems and quantities. To which extend our results rely on locality needs to be further investigated. We note, however, that the type of models considered here are relevant to the DMFT approach to lattice systems out of equilibrium [14] . The generating functional on the Keldysh contour can be written as
where ξ c and ξ f act as sources to the fermionic c and f fields and λ is a scalar Lagrange multiplier enforcing the constraint σ f † σ f σ = qN . γ dz is the integral over the Keldysh contour γ = γ → + γ ← with its forward (γ → ) and backward (γ ← ) branches.
Here, the inverse bare propagators are
In analogy to the equilibrium procedure -albeit performed on the Matsubara contour-one can introduce a HubbardStratonovich decoupling field B αlz conjugated to σ c † 0ασ lz f σ z , to decouple the quartic fermionic term in Eq.(S.1). Thus,
where J ll = J ll , is the bare inverse propagator of the B field. Finally, with the help of the complex-valued dynamic Hubbard-Stratonovich fields W zz ;l one obtains
and V † ξc and V ξc are source-dependent terms. Eq.(S.6) is used to derive all correlators by taking derivatives with respect to the source fields.
Dynamical large-N self-consistency equations on the Keldysh contour
In this section we set the sources to zero and compute the saddle-point equations with respect to the bosonic fields W and λ. The generating functional in the absence of sources is
The saddle point equations are obtained by putting the linear variation of S [W, λ] with respect to W and λ to zero:
These equations become exact in the large-N limit. These equations are equivalent tô
Note that λ z evaluated at the saddle-point is time independent, i.e. λ t = λ.
Singular exchange coupling matrix J So far, the treatment has been general and no particular form of the Kondo exchange coupling matrix has been assumed. For the physically most relevant case where the Kondo Hamiltonian is derived from an Anderson-type model through a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, the exchange matrix
Thus, the exchange coupling matrix is singular, det(J) = 0. In this case, where one of the eigenvalues of J vanishes, we can writeJ
As the exchange matrix is singular, the component u − of the B field has to vanish and thuŝ
In this case the self-consistent equations simplify to
Using Langreth's rules, we obtain
Non-equilibirum steady-state (NESS) description
The steady-state condition implies that the system is time translationally invariant so that
. Therefore, it is advantageous to solve the self-consistent equations in the frequency domain. The conventions of the Fourier transform used by us are
Eq.(S.19-S.21) take the form
The reservoirs are in equilibrium and are thus characterized by their respective chemical potentials µ L and µ R and their respective temperatures T L = T R = T . We introduce the following reservoir quantities 
Here, n f l (ω − µ l ) is the Fermi-function, and β l and µ l are the inverse temperature and the chemical potential of reservoir l. The lead's Green's functions can thus be written in the form
Self-consistent equations for the steady-state
With the definitions of the previous sections, Dyson's equation translates to 
In the particle-hole symmetric case (q = 1/2) and for a particle-hole symmetric DOS of the leads (ρ 
Details of the numerical treatment
The explicit form of the pseudogap density of states of the leads is taken to be
with l = R, L and Λ = 1 specifies the soft high-energy cutoff. The self-consistent equations were solved iteratively on a logarithmically discretized grid with 350 points ranging from −10Λ to 10Λ. The criterium for convergence of the selfconsistency loop was that the relative difference of two consecutive iterations was less than 10 −6 . The results were benchmarked by the conditions that the fluctuation dissipation ratios of the Green's functions have to accurately reproduce the equilibrium fluctuation dissipation relations demanded by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Observables

Cross 4-point function
In order to compute the currents and the Kondo singlet strength we will need to evaluate the connected 4-point function
. Here, C denotes the connected part of a correlation function and T γ is the time-ordering operator on the Keldysh contour. Using the procedure outlined above, one obtains
and
with g c;p1l1 (t, t ) = tp 1 l 1 | g c |t p 1 l 1 . For equal times we have
where the time-ordering for the equal-time limit is defined through
F p1l1;p2l2 (t) can be explicitly evaluated using Langreth rules and making use of the fact that we describe a steady-state. This procedure is straightforward but involved and yields (ω) , where we defined
where T γ is the time-ordering operator on the Keldysh contour.
For a steady state, we obtain This expression can be greatly simplified using the definition of 
Additional numerical results
In this section we provide further numerical support for our conclusions. Figure S1 shows our results for the parameter set (r, κ) = (0.15, 0.16) which is different from the one the results in the paper are based on. 
